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Ag ri Modernization Post-Doctoral
Research Program in NSRI Approved

The Bureau of Agricultural
Research (BAR), through the Senior
Scientists Advisory Committee
(SSAC), recently approved the Post-
Doctoral and Senior Scientist
Research Fellowship Program in
Basic Research for Agriculture and
Fisheries proposed by the Nahral
Sciences Research Lrstitute (NSRD
of the University of the Philippines
inDiliman.

The program provides an

opportunity for Filipino scientists
and experts to hone their technical
skills in the field of natural sciences

through the use of research and
laboratory facilities available in NSRI.
The program may also partly serve as a

reentry plan for young Ph.D. degree

holders from abroad to adjust to the
research e,nvironment in the country.

Instant access to quality
scientific information
is now available
through The Essential
Electronic Library
(TEEAL), a stand-
alone compact library
that uses a

microcomputer,
compact disk reader
and laser printer. It
provides access to the
world's most valuable
journals on different fields of
agriculture. This facility can help
R&D systems develop the technology

Furthermore, it provides an opportunity
for scientists to forgo going to foreign
laboratories and instead conduct their
advance research work in the country
and study Philippure problems.

The NSRI laboratories are

equipped to perform DNA ana$sis,

for enhanced agricultural self-
sufficiency.

Last year, the
Bureau of
Agricultural
Research (BAR)
introduced thi s

"library-in-a-box" in
state colleges and
universities (SCUs)
through a lecture
demonstration. The
seminar participants

were researchers, scholars, librarians,
and other prospective users of an

See Electronic, Page 4

mammalian cell culture, ftansmission
electron microscopy, microbial
analysis, soil and water analyses,

biochemical studies, and pesticide
residue analysis.

The program has two types of
grants: the short-term grant which
may cover two to six months of study,
and long-term grant whichmay cover
one to two years of study. It is open to
Filipino citizens who may or may not
be associated with any research
institution in the country.

Short-term grants allow a

recipient to pursue his or her ongotng
agriculture-related research project
which cannot be done in the home
departmort due to lack of research
facilities. On the other hand, long-term
grants will be granted to proposals

See NSR/, page 3

BPI Gorporate Plan

Oshiro Complex
Site Development

The Bureau of Agricultr.nal
Research (BAR) will stryport fte site

dwelopnrent of the Brntau of Plart
hdusby (BPD Bago Oshiro conplex in
DavaoCity.

This is one of the developments

dwing tlre meeting of selected Reglonal
krbgnted Agnculural Research C.€nt€,s

(RIARCs), and BPI. The meeting was held
on 26 July 2000 at the CERDAF
Boar&oom in Quuon City. The meeting

was in line with the Btneatt's call for a
See Oshiro, page 3

Researcher conductin:g DNA analysis at NSR/

The Essential Electronic Library:
Agri lnfo Made Readily Available BAR to Support Bago
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2d National Banana Co

Banana Smallholders to Meet Ghallenges of Trade Lib
Banana mdustry players have

higltlighted srnallholders in the Philippine
banana mdustry's bid to become globally
corrpetitive ur the age ofliberalized trade.

The 2*National Banana Congress
was held recently at the Balanghai Hotel
and Convention Center in Doongaq
ButuanCity.

This yeads theme was "Banffn
Smallholders Gearing Towards World
Market."

The seminar-workshop was
divided into technical topics conceming
the banana industry. The topics were: 1)
Philippine Banana Industry 2) Banana
Industry Development Shategies 3)
Banana Production and Postharvest
Technology 4) Major Pest and Diseases
Affecting Banana and Their Confol 5)
Opportunities of Philippine Banana in
the Local and Intemational Markets 6)
Quarantine Regulations in the
Philippines and Key Importing

Countries 7) Market Matchrng, and 8)
Available Credit Programs. An open
forum was conducted after each topic.

Dr. Eliseo R. Ponce, Director of
the Bureau of Agricultural Research
(BAR), noted that while the Philippines
has the biggest area planted to bananas
in Asia, 80% of the hectarage forbanana
is owned by small farmers. He also
stressed that the biggest challenge for
the Department of Agriculture (DA),
local govemment units (LGUs) and
farmers' organizations is passing on
relevant postharvest and pest control
technologies to smallholder banana
cultivators.

"The target in the year 2001
should be at least one program for
every major banana district," he
added. He also invited farmers and
LGUs to join efforts with the DA in
order to produce more integrated
results inbananaRD and E.

Finally, he noted that ulder. *F
leadership of Dr. Espmq tlre Natcra
Team l€ad€r for R&D, "we can pool u:
little resoupes together and achieve rncre
rnrder dre principle, Isang Systara, Isarg
Programn Para sa Magsasal<a."

The two-day affair narn€d :S
resolutions that could help farmen ur::
small banana landholdings. These are:

* Request tlre Bangko Senfal n!
Pilipinas for a strict and fu.-
implemorhtion of the AGRI-AQL..\
LAW of setting aside the minimurn .-:
l0% of tlre loanable amount for ag::-
and agrarian-related projects;

* Request the I-and Bank of rr
Philippures (LBP) and other lendi;
institutions to srnplify bono*l',g
requirernorts by eliminatng oC'rr
non-essential documents anJ
accepting agricultural land as
collateral;

* Request LBP and otlrer lendn-
ffstrtutions trc accredit PCIC cor-erae
as farmeds additional collateral l*,

loans;
Request DA to enhance the u-se e-r:

mass media to maximrze informaar:q--

dissemination particularly on avarlab e

creditto farmers;
Request the DA to cause the repeal o:
LOI790 by Congress;
Request fte DA ard Departnent o:
Tlade and Irdushy (DTD to fornulaie
pofuct shdards ard issue certificara
on orgamca[y grown bawn;
Roquest the LGUs, D4 DEN& anc
PNP to coo'rdinaie with each other r:
the elimination of illegal checlponra
Request dre DA, DILG, IGUs rr
other concemed agencies to pncmu-a
the construction/ rehabilitation o:
furn-to-marketroads;
Requesttlre DAto irrplement frst ani
effective information dissemination o:
tochnologres tlrat will inprove rr
bamaindushy;
Request ttrc DA tru tlrc Natcri
Irrigation Administration rc
provideirehabilitate irrigation anc
dainage projects for local cultir.asi
Request dre DA to conduct a sor.
that will inprove the farm gate pn:r

BAR To Hold Midyear Evaluatior,
Planning Workshop

The Bureau of Agriculnnal
Research (BAR) will hold a three-day
midyear in-house evaluation and
planning workshop on 24-26 August
2000 in Olongapo, Zambales. The
workshop will review and evaluate the
Bureau's accomplishments in the last
six months, and identify
contributory/limiting factors that affect
the implementation of major programs,
projects and activities, as well as
determine concerns that should be
prioritized. In the same manner, the
workshop shall map the Bureau's
activities for the next two quarters.

The planning workshop will
utilize the participatory approach. The
workshop will include a lecture
discussion, open forum, workshop and
plenary session. An expert moderator
will facilitate the workshop and
synthesize its output.

The first day of the workshop
will be devoted to the opening program

and discussion of its rationale and
mechanics. On the second day, plenary
sessions will be held, presenting the
review of division/unit
accomplishments in the first quarter
and their commitment
targets/workplan for the second
quarter. A workshop will also be held
among the division/unit heads who
will identifu strategies and solutions to
problems and issues affecting the
implementation of the project or
program. On the third duy, a
presentation of the workshop outputs
consisting of the division's/unit's
revised targets, activities and
budgetary requirements, and synthesis
ofthe workshop will be held.

This activity aims to come up
with an Accomplishment Report for
the first semester, a Commitment
Target for the next semester, and a
report on the Bureau's Status of Funds
as of30 June 2000. (Rita T. dela Cruz)

t
.4.

*

See Banana, page 3
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NSR',..
dealing on the following topics:
biodiversity, pheromones fur mango leaf
hopper; screening; chemical stucflres;
chemical reactions and formulations;
molecular biology of endosperm
development and chemical, molecular
and cellular basis of the wound healing
properties of Moinga oleifera.

Research proposals will be
reviewed by the NSRI experts and BAR.

Included in the longterm gants
are a monthly stipend and appropriate
research funds amounhng to P200,000 to
P500,000 a yea\ dependrrg on the
researchtopic.

The post-doctoral research
fellowship for agricultural
modernization is the first such program
to be offered in the country. The program
shall start soon upon the signing of the
MOA betrveen BAR and the University.

For further information please
contacf Dr. Ernelea Cao, Director,
Natural Science Research Institute, U p
Diliman, Quezon City. (Saturnina
Halos; Mary Charlotte O. Fresco)

Banana...
oflocai bananas;

* Request the DA to conduct a shrdy
ihat wiil improve ttre harvesting
system of local banan4

* Request ihe National Govemment to
directdre LGUs to givemore focus on
dre developnurt of the agriculnne
sectot;

* Request tre National Govemment
tnu the DA to issue a policy that will
pnontize loading of higlrly penshable
prodlrcb t0 stripping vessels;

* Request ttre National Government
thru MARINA to rmprove the
hmdling system of highly perishable
products;

* Reqrrest fte Naticnml Govenrnent tnu
tre DA to curdlct a st:dy ftat will
regulate/eliminab tre value-addd ux
ffAQofinportedftnntrprltq* Request for tlre extension of qpecial
intfrest rate on loans of govemment
lending institutions to banana
srnallholders; ard

* Request tlre House of Represortatives
to qpmsor a bill creating dre Philippine
Banana Industry Development
Autlronty. (Jmelyn S. de Ia Rosa)

Oshiro... ,

C-oryorate Plar tlnt shall ernbody tlre
instifution's restuctred visio4 missiorl
mandates, goals and medium-term
developmentplan.

BAR Directry Eliseo porrce, who
served as the resotnre speako for ttre said
aftir, sfiressed that the complex will be
devoted to tlre ftrit tee scion grove,
gernplasrn collection and maintenance,
breeding and cent€r for data baft It was
also agrd rpon that the BPI will lead the
srperrision ard maintenmce of tlre wtrole
corplex The poject also includes tlre
renovation of the existing building based
on drernasterplan tobe daftedby BPt Dr.
Ponce added ftat the Soutircm Mindariao
ht€graled Agnclltunl Research Center
(SMIARC) should rnaintain ar area within
BPI shtion and integrate itsrcgional tt&D
activities with BPI. This would mean the
concentration of BPI/SMIARC
management offices including the
laboratories, srpport services and housing
facilities in one arca. This would plromote
accessibrlity.

Several issues were raised by

Announcement...
. FoodSystemsandNutrition
. FoodQualityandSafety
. Integrating Environmental

Concerns into Food Security
Efforts to Ensure Sustainability

r Maintaining Biodiversity and
Preserving Germplasm

. AgriculturalTechnologyAdoption
andTrade

PAASEMemben:
Abola, Pia (Microbiology, Molecular Bio,
Bio Chem, Genomics)
pias@leland.stanford.edu
Abola, Enrique (Bioinformatics,
Stuctural Database) abola@bnl.gov
Albano, Alfonso (Nonlinear dynamics)
aalbanofEbrvanmawr,edu
Albano, Marianita @nviron. Microbio,
Bobny) mmalban@mail.umes.edu
Dela Cruz, Armando (Ecology)
aadl@ra.msstate.edu

Guerrero, Victoria (Ecology, Animal
Behavior, Envronmen! Education and
Conservation) Vickga@eol.com
Herold, Lourdes (Physical Organic
Chemisty) llherold@carlowedu
Katague, David (Elasticity and
Viscoelasticity, Continuum Mechanics,

the RIARC managers withregard to the
prioritization of their centers that carry
out R&D activities with greater impact
on the region's agricultural needs. The
R&D activities should be integrated,
inter-disciplinary in approach,
focusing on germplasm collection,
breeding, genetics and midstream
researches.

The group agreed that all other
stations not identified as cenfralized
experiment station will be considered
as satellite stations and be converted to
Agribusiness Development Projects
(ADP) which demonshate advanced
technologies and training.

The meeting was attended by
heads and division chiefs of BPI and
four RlARCs, namely the Northern
Mindanao Integrated Agricultural
Research Center (NOMIARC), Eastern
Visayas Integrated Agricultural
Research Center (EVIARC), Cagayan
Valley Integrated Agricultural
Research Center (CVIARC) and
SMIARC. (Mary Charlotte O. Fresco)

Composite l\4aterials) koh@umbc.edu
De Lumen, Benito (Biotechnology)
nitt@natu€.beftely.€du
Manuel, Mariquit (Biochemical
Engueering) mmanuel@,gl.umbc.edu
Medina, Marjorie (Food Safety)
MMEDINA@ARSERRC.Gov
Nonato, Maribel
(Phytochemistry/Spectroscopy)
mnonato@oworld.net-oh
Olivera Baldomero (Molecular Biology)
oliveralab@bioscience.bioloesz.utah.edu
Pacumbab4 Rudy @ant Pathology, Plant
Virology and Nematology)
aamrpp0 I @asnaam.aamuedu
Padlan, Eduardo (Immunuglobulins)
EAP@VGERNIDDK.NIH.GOV
Pisigan, Rodolfo (Environmental
Chemistry) pisigan.rodolfi@epagov
Sen, Lourrrina (Food Chemisty, Food
Safety) m sen@smtpl.cdfa.ca"gov
Terrado, Emesto (Energy Efficiency)
eterrado@worldbank.orp
Told Romeo crnsromeo@arches.uga-edu

Tuason, Roman (Computer Science and
AppliedEconomics).

For more details on ap'plications
and SCRP guidelines, please contact:
Catherine Jackson, Research and
Exchanges Coordinator Q02) 720-57 62;
jackson@fas.usda.gov



R&D Projects for Y2000
Approved by SSAC

Visit the following sites for
more information:

lmproved Rice: 30-year Expansion
of Rice Production in Developing
Countries
Hft p : //www. f utu re h a rv e st. o rg

Agriculture to grow 4.8% in the
Second Quarter
hftpt/www.da.gov.ph

Researchers Clone Pigs
Hft p : //www. c n n. co m/n atu re

Scientists Looking at Redesigning
Photosynthesis to lncrease Rice
Production
htt p : //www. cg i a r. o rg /i rri/sci e n ce

ANNOUNGEMENT
The 2001 Scientific

Cooperation Research Program
(SCRP), which supports international
cooperative research on food,
environment, and agriculture in the
United States and collaborating
countries, is now accepting research
proposals on new technologies in food
andagriculture.

American scientists affiliated
with a university, federal or state agency,

or private non-profit organizations are

encouraged to submit proposals.
Collaborations may be with research

institutions in developed and developing
countries that have diplomatic relations
with the U.S., including the Intemational
Agricultural Research Centers linked
with the Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research
(cGrAR).

The Senior Scientists
Advisory Committee (SSAC)
approved recently for funding the
R&D projects of the Legumes, Soil
and Water Resources, Vegetables and
Fisheries networks.

This followed a series of
consultation meetings held with the
National RDE Network Team leaders
in July and August. Team leaders of
the networks presented their priority
projects in the meetings. The SSAC
evaluated each project based on its
conformity to the National RDE
Agenda and Programs.

The following budget will be
allotted to the networks over the next
five years: Capture Fisheries (seven
projects): P165 M; Fisheries
Postharvest (seven projects): Pl7 M;
Aquaculture (i6 projects): P85 M;
Vegetable (19 projects): P27 M; Soil
and Water Resources (5 projects): P10
M;and Legumes (18 projects): Pl7 M.

Recommendations
During the consultations, the

SSAC made several recommendations
to further improve the agenda and
prqects of the networks. For capture
fisheries, the SSAC pointed out that a
strong collaboration between the
National and Regional Research
Centers was needed because R&D
implementation depends largely on the
regions. Moreover, altemative uses of
the municipal waters should be
explored as sources of livelihood for

Electronic,..
information resource on agriculture in
anelectronic format.

The positive outcome of the

thepeople.
For aquaculture, the

development of new
commodities/species (ex. Ornamental
fish) for export was encouraged.
However, it was agreed that mangrove
conversion to fishponds should be
lessened to avoid the further
deterioration of the environment.

Increased technical expertise
and a more intensive review of
literature were recommended for the
Fisheries Postharvest and Marketing
Sub-network.

For the Legumes network,
extension work and services must be
coordinated with Regions 1 and 2 to
facilitate the transfer of the peanut
storage technology to farmers.

A farm advisory system was
proposed for the Vegetable network.
This is expected to provide both
producers and consumers with timely
information on postharvest and
marketing. Another information
campaign on the proper use ofpesticide
on vegetables should also be launched.
In this light, extension services in the
form of risk assessment studies for
vegetable consumption should be
considered for the program. (Thea
KristinaM. Pabuayon)

Filipino researchers and seminar prompted BAR to take the
scientists who wrsh to avail of the lead in the procurement of this
Program are requested to collaborate with information technology innovation.
Filipino members of the Phihppine- The Bureau has acquired three sets of
American Academy of Science and the electronic library consisting of
Engineering (PAASE). The PAASE 172 CD-ROM discs. These will be
members together with Filipino scientists distributed to SCUs, namely UP at
will evaluate the resemch proposals. Los Baffos (UPLB), Central Luzon

Proposals must deal on one of State University (CLSU), and the
thefollowingsubjectareas: University of Southem Mindanao

See Announcement, page 3 (USM). (RitaT. delaCruz)
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For the first time since its
inception. the Centre for Asricultural
and Biosciences Internationil fCAgtt
held its meetine in Asia. Ori tt-t2
August. the Asia-Member Government
MeEtinir was held in Kuala Lumour-
Malavsia. It eathered 12 CABI niiari
member coun1ies (inc ludins Thailand.
the newest membir) and k"ey partnei
agencles.

Foremost in its asenda was
making CABI's members-aware of
CABIE unique line of nroducts and
services. Flishlishted'durins the
meetins were "rece"nt chanses in"CAB
InternaTional its new dirEctions and
aspirations.. CABI solicited
constructive inputs from Asian
member-countries indrafting CABI's
development shategies.

Discussions and
demonstrations of CABI's electronic
information products, site-visits to
CABI's publishing 'displays, ald
Dlenarv sesslons on relevant toorcs
bssociated to CABI were held duiing
the two-day affair.

CABI is an inter-
governmental non-profit organization

See CABI, page 3

CABI Meeting
in Asia

BAR Midyear Planning,
Review Workshop Held

TGii

IJ * {
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Six months
into the year, all
divisions and units
of the Bureau of
Agricultural
Research assessed
their performance
and mapped out
activities for the next
semester.

Instead of
focusing on the
different
division's/unit's
accomplishments,
deficiencies in
program implementation were identified. These deficiencies form the basis for
improving existing systems and processes.

Bureau Director Eliseo R. Ponce, Asst. Director Jovita M. Corpuz, the
division heads together with their respective assistants were in attendance in the
affair. Mr. Jess Fernandez of SEARCA was the facilitator for the workshop.

Dr. Ponce said the Bureau needs to further expand its horizon and achieve
excellence through "homework, hard work, commitment, dedication, and loyalty"

See Midyea4 page 2

A

P2O-M Grant to Revive UPLB Research Output
Resources or lack thereof

impact on the quantity and quality of
research outputs.

The scientific and research
community of the University of the
Philippines at Los Baffos (UPLB),
one of the country's premier
universities, lamented the
university's dismal ranking among
Asian universities in terms of
research output. Ranked 43n in I 998,
UPLB was relegated to 52'o rank last
year.

UPLB attributed this poor

performance to lack of funding for
research initiatives of the university.

This development has
prompted the Bureau of Agricultural
Research to grant a regular research
fund to support UPLB's capacity
building. Before year-end, the Bureau
would implement the research grant
entitled "Harnessing UPLB's Research
Capabilities Through an Internally
Managed Research Grant. " It is made
up oftwo components.

The P10-million Research
Grant targets newly arrived Ph.D.

degree holders in priority research
areas. Experts and their
technological know-how will be
tapped and utilized for the
advancement of the Philippine
agriculture. The awarding of the
grant will be subject to approval by
the UPLB internal review
committee.

The Pl0-million Research
Grant for Senior Scientists. on the
other hand is an understudv svstem
in UPLB that will facilitade the
effective transfer of accumulated
knowledge and expertise of the

See UPLB, page 4
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Midyear...Agricultural Biotechnology R&D in RP:
The Need for a Strategic Approach
To fulfill DA's mandate on

food security and global
competitiveness, it should provide
access to the use and
commercialization of good genetic
materials and technologies.
Biotechnology is one way to increase
farm productiviryto match the growing
populace. The paper "Agricultural
Biotechnology Research and
Development in the Philippines: The
Need for a Strategic Approach",
examines the capability of our country
to join and benefit from the
biotechnological revolution. It also
looks into the world trends and issues
including contents, directions and
management of Philippine agricultural
biotechnologyR&D.

The Philippines would be able
to benefit from this revolution only
when appropriate policy and regulatory
framework are in place. Thus, the DA
is now making steps toward this
direction. It has been building
technical capabilities within the ranks
for the establishment of an effective
regulatory capacity. A policy
regulatory framework is expected to be
drafted by the end oftheyear.

Part of this policy regulatory
framework is the commercialization
policy. The paper has emphasized the
need to have a strong marketing
support for biotech products.
Guidelines on the commercialization of
our biotech products are imperative.
According to Dr. Patricio Faylon, the
policy should also include the
enhancement of risk assessment
capabilities of regulatory agencies and
their empowerment in terms of
facilities and manpower. This would
improve the credibillty of regulatory
agencies. For easier integration and
sharing of results and with limited
money that research institutions have,
Dr. Faylon further suggested the
utilization of information technology,
specifically webpages, for the posting
of reports and results of studies on
biotechnology. Together with this is
the need to develop databases for

technical developments around the
world.

However, Dr. Leocadio
Sebastian argued that prioritization
should first be made. Competence and
expertise must enhanced in viable
areas or where technology is
available. This would include
manpower development and
upgrading of facilities. Focusing on
specific areas would increase the
quality and quantity of the country's
biotech products. Only when these
products become competitive could
commercialization issues be
addressed and move to the
establishment of policy regulatory
measures.

Dr. Ponce, on the other hand,
supported DA's move to push the
creation of a regulatory framework.
He expressed belief the absence of a
regulatory framework is really the
problem because this creates inaction
since the institutions that are supposed
to do what they're supposed to do are
not mandated. Furthermore, investors
are not able to make decisions since
the rules of the game are unstable and
unpredictable. Hence, a solid
regulatory framework is necessary so
in order to know how to play the game.
The challenge here is the abili-ty of
these institutions to implement
policies and provide predictability and
stability in the regulatory and policy
framework.

Dr. Halos has proposed a four-
pronged strategy on agricultural
biotechnology development: 1)
development of a sustainable system
for the delivery of soil inoculants and
biological control to small farmers; 2)
development of risk assessment
capabilities to access technologies
elsewhere; 3) implementation of a
strong manpower development
program especially in modern
biotechnology; and 4) Confinement of
molecular technique applications and
genetic engineering work to species
and problems important locally.
(Saturnina Halos, P h. D.)

to the institution. He further stressed
that "there is no place for mediocrity in
an institution which seeks to be a
center ofexcellence. "

Each division/unit presented
its respective needs and deficiencies as
a summary of factors affecting
productivity in the last semester. They
then rated the division's performance
as a function of its accomplishments.

The Director conferred top
ratings to NPD, KPSD, ITD, and the
FMD based on quantity assessment.
NPD and KPSD got high ratings in
terms oftimeliness. PIRD and ITD got
top ratings for quality assessment.

In Mr. Fernandez's synthesis,
various factors affecting the
productivity of the different divisions
were identified:

A. Internal Factors

o Poor manpower job
complementation (i.e. limited
number, mismatched
qualifications)

. Lack of full awareness on internal
policies

. Lack offull knowledge on IT
e Workload ofstaff
. Delayed release of salaries of

contractual employees
o Delayed fund releases

o Inefficient information
dissemination and information
gathering

. Unclear coordination
mechanisms between divi sions

. Limitedworkingspace
o Limitedequipmentandfacilities
. Unfavorable working

environment (i.e. leaking ceiling)
B. External Factors

r Conflict between the expert's
schedule and BAR commitments

r Late submission of proposals

Dr. Ponce encouraged all
BAR employees "to have the attitude
of helpfulness, humility in everything
we do, and stand by the principles that
we believe in-"

He stressed that "BAR's
primary concem are the farmers and
that we should do everything to
empower and strengthen their linkage
with the national research centers."
(JoellLales)
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36 Recipients of lnstitutional Development, Publication Grants
The Bureau continues to

extend assistance in the form ofgrants
under the Institutional Development
Program (IDP) and Publication Grants
System (PGS).

As of the last semester, there
are 25 grantees of IDP. Out of this, six
recipients were granted the
scholarship under the Fisheries Sector
Program (FSP). This scholarship
hopes to strengthen the manpower
capability of research and
development (R&D) of the
institution lagency involved in
fisheries.

Under the Non-Degree
Assistance Program, the Bureau has
sent 17 participants to locally and
internationally held trainings. This
assistance program involves

scholarship and travel support for
researchers who wish to undergo
specialized trainings or conferences in
the country or abroad. lt also includes
support to R&D institutions offering
staff development courses for
Agriculture and Fisheries.

Meanwhile, two recipients
availed of the Thesis/Dissertation
Assistance Program (TDAP) - one
from Central Luzon State University
and aaother ta Easterq. Visayas
Integrated Agricultural Research
Center.

The PGS, also an assistance
program of the Bureau offered to
scientific societies, institutions or
agencies to help develop knowledge
management capability. It comes in the
form of grants for the publication of

proceedings of scientific
meetings/sympos ia, for the pub I ication
of refereed scientific journals, and
grants for manual on research
methodologies. It also comes in the
form of assistance for the conduct of
scientific seminars, conferences, and
workshops. Through a cost-sharing
scheme with the scientific societies,
institutions or agencies, assistance is
provided for the publication of
handboaks, booklets, and manua{s;
reproduction of seminar kits (flyers,
brochures, programme, supplements,
etc.); and rental of facilities that will be
used forthe seminar.

To date, the Bureau has
supported the publication of nine
proceedings, one refereed journal, and
one co-sponsorship to a conference
workshop. (Rita T. dela Cruz)

cABt...
that disseminates scientific knowledse
in supnort of sustainable develonme-nt
with'emphasis on agriculture, liuman
health. and manasdment of natural
resources, especiaTly in developing
countries. CABI to-dav oossesses a
database of more thdn 'six million
c itations of research literature.

The Centre offers trainine
courses, fellowships, placements anil
work experience 

-sc.hemes, 
technical

asslstance. Drorect rnDuts- access to
biolosical' rbsoirces.'and' discounted
rates For its publications.

As a non-profit orsanization.
CABI aims to contiibute to fhe world'6
development throush its bioscience
work, ^speciflpully p"ublishing, on [fe
scrences and rntormatron servlces. l)r.
Blisht said the oeonle who make uo
CABI share with others the ideal oT
contributins to the imorovement of
livelihoods-of people worldwide. but
particularly in developing countries.

In attendance durins the
meeting were representatives"from
membe-r countries' Australia, Brunei,
Bansladesh, China. India. Malaysia.
Mydnmar,- Indonesia, 

- 
Pakisian,

Philippines, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
Dr. Eliseo R. Ponce, director of

the Bureau of Agriculturai Research,
attended the affairl

Dr. Denis Blieht. the director-
seneral of CABI. and several senior
trembers facilitatrld the sessions of this
meeting. (Junelyn S. de la Rosa)

ARMMIARC Makes Headway
in R&D Activities

In spite of the raging
chaos and conflict in the
Mindanao region, the
Autonomous Region of Muslim
Mindanao Integrated Agricultural
Research Center (ARMMIARC)
has made inroads in R&D
activities.

ARMMIARC revealed
breakthroughs made bythe Center
in terms of infrastructure and
human resources development.

A report submitted to the
Bureau of Agricultural Research
(BAR) shows that Institutional
Development Grant (IDG) was utilized
for procuring equipment such as office
equipment, a water tank, and three
brand-new vehicles, and for
constructing facilities such as concrete
perimeter fence, road network and an
agrometeorology station.
Furthermore, IDG was used to fund
one doctorate scholarship program in
the University of Southem Mindanao
in Cotobato. A study tour in China and
Thailand was also successfully
conducted.

In a related development, the

DA-BAR National External Review
Team (NEM) conducted a monitoring
and evaluation in the said region to
further examine the areas that need to
be developed. The team recommended
the construction of an RDE building
that will serve as a venue of planning
and monitoring of RDE activities and
an Agricultural Training lnstitute
(ATI) building for the regular training
oftechnicians and farmers.

The team also recommended
the creation of a degree and non-
degree training program for the staffof
ARMMIARC for the continuous
development of R&D system in the
Muslim region. (Mory Charlotte O.

Fresco)
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Better farming, new animal
vaccines could mean safer food
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High-protein, high-yielding maize to
prevent malnutrition among millions
h ttp : //www. f u tu re h a rue st. o rg

Scientists achieve major
breakthroughs in Rice: Data to be
shared with worldwide research
community
http :/lwww. n atu re@cn n. co m

Degraded agricultural lands
threaten world's food production
http :/lwww. n ews@futu re h a ruest. o rg

ll,llARDl: Corporatired R&D
Center in the Making

The Malaysian Agricultural
Research and Development Institute
(MARDI) is a statutory body mandated
to undertake research and development
in food and tropical agriculture (except
rubber, cacao and oil palm). For over two
decades, its numerous R&D efforts have
contributed to the development of crop
varieties/ clones, animal breeds and new
husbandry practices.

Dr. Saharan bin Haji Anang,,the
director-general of MARDI, and other
directors from MARDI's research
centers recently met with Dr. Eliseo R.
Ponce, director of the Bureau of
Agricultural Research. Dr. Anang
disclosed to Dr. Ponce MARDI's vision
for the new millennium - to become a
corporatized R&D center that leads in
technological innovations in food and
agriculture. Specifically, und'er the New
Agriculture Plan (NAP), Malaysia plans
to shift to modem large-scale mixed
farming from the plantation type of
agriculture which accounts for 80% of
total income from agriculture.

This year, MARDI has a core
budget of 250 million ringgit, or
approximately $60 million. This will
most likely double to 500 million ringgit
in 2001. MARDI also gets additional

funding from the Ministry of Science
and Technology through the
competitive grant funds.

Presently, Malaysia allocates
a little over 1olo of its Gross Value-
Added (GVA) in agriculture for R&D.
Under the NAP program, the plan is to
increase this allocationto2o/o of GVA.
(JunelynS. delaRosa)

UPLB...
senior scientists.

The research srant- an
offshoot of the Scientific taoa6ilitv
Development (Human R6sourc?:
Development) component of the
Institutional Develoirment Prosram
of BAR will be internallv mariased
bv the Office of the Vice-Chancellor
for Research and Extension of
UPLB.(RitaT delaCruz)
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rnessing New Sciences to Attain
od Security, Global Gompetitiveness

Department of Agriculture's
(DA) thrust of creating a technology-
based agriculture and fisheries industry
is brought to the forefront of this year's
annual National Research Symposium.

With a theme "Harnessing
New Science in Attaining Sustainable
Food Security and Global
Competitiveness" the l2'^ annual
National Research Symposium (NRS)
acknowledges the importance of
developing new sciences to acquire
profitable, effrcient, and environment-
friendly agricultural production
systems.

The symposium, which will
start on October 3, 2000, is an annual
undertaking of BAR to promote and
recognize technological research
breakthroughs in the field of
agriculture and fisheries by members of
theNaRDSAF.

This year, participating
scientists and researchers will vie for
the AFMA Paper Awards for
Unpublished and Published research
papers. The papers are based on three
main research areas, namely biological,
physical, andthe social sciences.

Initial judging of entry papers
will be held on ll-12 September.

Authors will be informed of the
preliminary screening results on or
before September 22 while awarding
will beheld on October 5.

For the Unpublished Papers
Category, local R&D research entries
completed from i997 to 1999 will be
evaluated based on their relevance to
the attainment of the AFMA
objectives and their merit for
publication in a refereed journal.
Qualifuing papers will be given the
AFMA Research Paper Award
(Unpublished Category). They are
also short-listed for the AFMA
Outstanding Research Paper Award.

The AFMA Research Paper
Award-Published Category on the
other hand, will be selected from
research entries already published in
local refereed scientific journals and
the ISl-Current Content joumals of
1999. The awards for the published
papers category will include the BAR
Director's Award for selected papers
published in a local refereed journal
and the DA Secretary's Award for
selected papers published in ISI-CC
j ournals . (Thea Kristina M.
Pabuayon)
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